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INTERIOR DESIGN

PART-A
(Maximum marks: 10)

[Time : 3 hours]

Marks

I. Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Define Point.

2, Define slat of a chair.

3. Write any two features of William and Mary chairs.

4. Define rugs.

5. State Ergonomics.

(5X2= 10)

PART . B
(Maximum Marks : 30)

II Answer any five of the following questions . Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Describe Balance and different types of balance in interior design.

2. Explain the features of Egyptian stools with neat sketches.

3. State the difference between scale and proportion.

4. Describe the procedure for applying tile floor finish.

5. Explain the role of curtain blinds in interior.

6. Describe the features of Roman couches.

7. Draw the plan and elevation of a king sized Bed with proper dimensions.

[5x6 =30]
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PART - C
(Maximum marks: 60)

(Answeronefullquestionfromeachunit.Eachfullquestioncarries
UNIT.I

III.a. Describe the visual property of form

Explain the characteristics of indoor space

OR

IV.a. Explain the Primary Elements of design'

b. Explain the space modulation in interior design

UNIT _ II

V.a. Explain the different types of furniture styles

b. sketch any two chairs-sella curulis, Elizebethan chair,

OR

VI.a. Explain the features of Greek furniture styie'

b. Describe barrier free design.

UNIT _ III

VILa. Explain the different types of finishes used for flooring.

b. Describe the process of rug installation
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OR

VIIi.a.Design interior landscape for an architect's office space ( 300x270cm)

Draw plan with proper dimensions, Furniture layout and landscape details
(8)

(71b. Explain the role of landscaping on interior space



UNIT - IV
IX'a' A toilet measurin g2'4x2m has a door of size o.gx2.lm on one wan. Thetoilet has a shower area of size I .2x2m. The floor of shower area has a revel

difference of Scm. calculate the required number of tile on the floor and wall
up to 2.lm and estimate the cost required for the tiling. (1S)

size of floor tile- 30x3Ocm

Rate 80/- per tile

laying cost, 2O / -per trle

size of wall tile-20x30cm

rate 6O l- per tile

laying cost 25/- per tile

Add 15 o/o for wastage

lO o/o contractors profit

OR

X. Design a toilet measuring2xl.Sm which has a door size of 0.8x2.lm on the

larger side. Draw the floor tile pattern (30x30cm) and four sided elevation of

the wall showing the wall tile pattern (30x60).
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